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In order to obtain knowledge about the absolute uncer-11

tainty in the VDC reconstruction efficiency, one of the12

front straw chambers from the focal plane polarimeter13

was installed in the detector package of each HRS. As14

shown in Fig. 1, the straw chamber was located in front15

of the Gas Cherenkov detector, about 1.5 m away from16

the center of the bottom VDC. The active area of straw17

chamber was oriented perpendicular to the nominal par-18

ticle trajectory at the focal plane. The chamber consisted19

of a total of six planes of parallel cylindrical straw tubes20

of radius 0.5 cm, which were divided into V and U groups,21

with the V group at a distance of about 7 cm upstream of22

the U group. The V straws were oriented at 45◦ relative23

to the dispersive direction of HRS and the U straws at24

135◦. An anode wire ran along the central axis of each25

tube and was kept at a voltage of about 1.8 kV. Each26

tube is supplied with a gas mixture of argon (62%) and27

ethane (38%).2829
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FIG. 1. Configuration of HRS detectors as used in Experi-
ment E12-07-108.
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The one-cluster-only cut described above eliminated45

about 10% of total number of events for all E12-07-10846

kinematics. The events with multiple clusters may occur47

due to noise from the electronics, comsmics, or radiation48

background. They can also result from spurious tracks49

caused by delta rays that are produced before or in the50

wire chamber by actual tracks. We applied the VDC51

reconstruction efficiency in Eq. ?? to the raw yield to52

recover those elastic electron events dropped by the one-53

cluster-only cut. This procedure essentially assumes that54

the fraction of elastic events in the multiple cluster events55

is the same as that in the one cluster events. The added56

straw chamber in HRS was used to test this assumption57

and estimate the uncertainty in VDC reconstruction ef-58

ficiency.59

The straw chamber provides an effective third read-60

out plane for the HRS tracking system. Each straw in61

the straw chamber constitutes an independent drift unit.62

When a charged particle traverses a straw, it ionizes the63

gas atoms and the liberated electrons drift toward the64

anode wire, generating analog signals which are then65

processed by the electronics. From the pattern of fired66

straws, one can reconstruct the intercept of particle tra-67

jectory with straw planes in either the V or U direction.68

This additional information allows for determination of69

the track parameters for events where multple clusters70

are only present in only one of the two vertical drift cham-71

bers.72

Using inelastic electron scattering data, a software73

alignment was first performed to find the accurate po-74

sition of the straw chamber relative to the VDCs. This75

procedure made use of the “golden” tracks which had a76

single cluster in all of the four VDC readout planes. It77

was believed that such events were always reconstructed78

correctly in the VDCs. The position and orientation of79

the straw chamber were then adjusted so that the track80

projections onto the straw planes were close to the posi-81

tions of the fired straws. The result of alignment is shown82

in Fig. ??.83

When a charged particle passes through the active area84

of straw chamber, a cluster in its U and V planes will85

be formed, which enables us to determine the track pa-86

rameters even when multiple clusters are present in one87

of the two VDCs and lead to ambiguity in recosntruct-88

ing the cross-point there. We only used the position of89

fired straws to determine the cluster position to avoid the90

problem of determining whether the particles pass to the91

left or right side of the anode. This procedure results in92

a resolution in the reconstructed track parameters that93

is only slightly worse than those given by the VDCs due94

to the relative long distance between VDCs and straw95

chamber.96

Using straw chamber, we analyzed the multi-cluster97

events where more than one cluster are present in one98

of the two VDCs. We also request that a single clus-99

ter is identified in both the U and V planes of the straw100

chamber. The track parameters of such events are then101

reconstructed with the positions of the single clusters in102

the VDC and straw chamber. The scattering angle and103

particle momentum at the target can then be calculated104

by applying the HRS optics matrices to the track pa-105

rameters in the TRANSPORT coordinates. In addition106

to the single-cluster events that are reconstruted by the107

VDCs alone, a significant amount (about 50%) of multi-108

cluster events are analyzed with the combined informa-109

tion in the VDC and straw chamber, boosting the overall110

reconstruction efficiency to about 95%. The total num-111

ber of elastic events in all the analyzed sample are then112

corrected by this reconstruction efficiency. On the other113

hand, we used the same sample of events and counted114

the number of elastic events in the one-cluster events,115

corrected by the VDC reconstruction efficiency. The re-116

sults are shown in Table. ?. The corrected yields of the117

two approaches agree within 0.2%.118
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